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1. Introduction
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About this work
This work is part of a co-development project by the University of Helsinki and
Demos Helsinki conducted in January-May 2019. The aim of the project was to
develop a deeper understanding on the current state and desired future
pathways of doctoral training at the University of Helsinki.
The work consisted of the following parts which are presented in this document:
1.
2.

Survey-based background study to map current PhD candidates’ views
(see Chapter 3 for a summary).
Two co-development workshops to develop a deeper understanding on
the current state of doctoral training at the University of Helsinki, as well as
draft development ideas (see Playbook of Development Ideas based on the
co-development work in Chapter 4).
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2. Background:
Next Generation
PhD training
This section explains the thinking behind the project. It is based on Demos Helsinki
expertise and background reading and it is not directly based on the survey or
interview material.
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PhD training - Operational
context amidst changes
The political, cultural and economic environment of universities is
changing in Finland and globally. These changes have effects on
researcher training and its development needs. Responses need
to be developed proactively.
1) The universities’ old prominent position regarding data,
information and professions is changing all around the world.
Digital communication has changed the role of universities: the
earlier gatekeepers of information are losing their power to
global data giants. As the perception of what constitutes
expertise changes, the researcher is no longer automatically
given the status of educator. In the future, researchers need to be
more open to dialogue – this would require learning new types of
communication skills. (See Jousilahti et al. 2019.)
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PhD training - Operational
context amidst changes
2) Solving the grand challenges of our time needs scientiﬁc
knowledge, its compilation, and interpretation maybe more
than ever. The UN Agenda 2030 and its 17 goals for sustainable
development deﬁne the fundamental framework for political
processes. Universities have a decisive role in bringing into focus
ways to achieve SDGs.
We need more scientiﬁc knowledge and research analysis to
upgrade our understanding of the complex phenomena we are faced
with, what is going on in the world, and what our place could be in it.
This task requires more cooperation between different ﬁelds and
disciplines. Universities are not able to solve these interconnected
problems, such as climate change or poverty, by themselves, but with
other sectors of society. (See Jousilahti et al. 2019.)
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PhD training - Operational
context amidst changes
3) Transformation of work does have an effect on the research
profession, too. In the future, it is expected that research and
analytical skills will be valued increasingly in the job market, as with
automatisation progressing, the share of more general, repetitive
tasks is decreasing and the focus of work moves towards contextual
problem-solving. However, researchers need to be able to make use
of technological development in conducting research.
Working careers of researchers more often become ‘hybrid’ and
comprise of parallel and multiple career pathways. In the future,
research work might only be one element of livelihood and income,
but a signiﬁcant one. The increasing need for so-called lifelong
learning also applies for researchers: for example, open science in all
its diverse elements might require new skills. (See Anttila et al. 2018.)
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How to respond to these changes?
1) Supporting various career paths
Most of the current doctoral candidates are going to work outside academia after they graduate. Currently, almost 2/3
of PhD graduates work outside academic research after 3 years of graduation. In addition, 60 % of early stage
researchers working in the academic research ﬁeld (incl. PhD candidates) have during the last 12 months considered
moving on to the private sector. (Törnroos et al. 2017; Kokkonen et al. 2017.)
PhD degree holders moving on to work outside academia are one of the most important routes to impact:
competences gained during researcher training and conducting research move across to other sectors of society.
(Törnroos et al. 2017). To this end, support for various career paths is a way to increase the impact of science and
universities. PhD training needs to provide PhD degree holders with better abilities to work in different roles within
and outside universities. One efﬁcient way to do this is by exposing PhD candidates increasingly to viewpoints
deviating from their close academic surroundings. (See e.g. Jääskö et al. 2019).
In equipping PhD degree holders for various career paths, it is critical that the strict categorisation between academic
and transferable or working life skills is not further polarised, as they are in fact often deeply intertwined. Recruiters
who work with PhDs do recognise that PhD degree holders have a broad range of characteristics that are highly
beneﬁcial in today's job market. What is needed, is the ability to frame the competencies in a new way and transfer
them into language relevant to other sectors. (Gritchenko 2017.)
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How to respond to these changes?

2) Developing skills for multi- and
interdisciplinary and intersectoral team work
The grand challenges of our time call for transformative knowledge, which is produced together with
different knowledge communities: different disciplines, public, private and the 3rd sector,
decision-makers and citizens (Lang et al. 2012). Research funding can be expected to be increasingly
directed towards this type of research (see e.g. Mazzucato 2018).
Producing knowledge and conducting research in close collaboration with different types of
stakeholders brings about challenges, especially those related to ethics and the integrity of research. This
requires new skills for multi- and interdisciplinary as well as intersectoral teamwork and collaboration.
In PhD training, these different needs might form a tension: PhD training should at the same time allow
candidates to develop competencies in their narrow academic ﬁeld of specialisation and adopt more
interactive and multi-sectoral ways of conducting research as well as connecting one’s own research to a
wider context. Ways in which to meet both needs have to be found.
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How to respond to these changes?
3) Developing skills for interaction
The Finnish people appreciate science and universities, both are rated among the most trusted institutions
after the police and the defence forces (Tiedebarometri 2016). Still, as the perception of what constitutes
expertise changes, the researcher is no longer automatically given the status of an educator - science is
being politicised and researchers participating in the public discussion might face even personal attacks.
Traditional one-way science communication is not sufﬁcient in this new environment. Instead of merely
disseminating results, interaction needs to be understood as an integral part of all phases of the research
process. Researchers need to be ready and able to collaborate and engage in a dialogue with people from
different knowledge communities.
In PhD training, this would mean that early stage researchers are given the opportunity to develop strong
abilities for research-based interaction in this new setting. PhD training can provide PhD candidates with an
understanding on the various ways of interaction and the possible challenges that occur. The selection for
tools and methods for interaction and communication is extremely wide - all researchers can ﬁnd a way to
engage in research-based interaction with other sectors of society that ﬁt their personal strengths.
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3. Summary of the
background study −
Views of doctoral candidates
This section summarises the results of the survey and interviews conducted among
current PhD candidates.
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About the survey study
A background survey study was conducted in February 2019 to gather the
viewpoints of University of Helsinki PhD students on the subject. The survey
had 374 respondents (See Appendix 3 for survey respondents by doctoral
school). It was supported by a series of in-depth interviews of current PhD
students (altogether 6 interviews).
The survey mapped the views of doctoral candidates on how doctoral training
at the University of Helsinki is responding to the needs of academic work and
working life outside academia.
The study focused on the developmental needs from the viewpoint of doctoral
programmes. Focus areas of the study were: support for various career paths,
skills provided by doctoral training, interdisciplinarity, as well as collaboration
with other sectors. See Appendices 1 and 2 for questionnaire form and
interview structure.
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Views of doctoral candidates
in a nutshell
●

●

●

●

A total of 59 % of respondents think that they develop good or very good skills for
research in their own ﬁeld. Over half of the respondents (54 %) think they develop
skills set for academic career well or excellently.
Over half of the respondents (54 %) think they develop skills for working with
different non-academic sectors very poorly or poorly.
Differences regarding the aims, motivations, as well as funding situation of doctoral
candidates make the group extremely diverse. In addition, the group varies widely
in regards to the support they receive, working life connections they have and
interdisciplinary or international collaboration that is at their disposal.
Despite of diversity, the imaginable “future horizons” of doctoral candidates are
mostly linked to academic research.
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Collaboration and interaction with
sectors outside academia
How does your doctoral programme support the
development of your skills for...

1 = very poorly 2 = poorly 3 = averagely 4 = well 5 = excellently

In my opinion, doctoral education at the University
of Helsinki should provide better abilities in…

1 = strongly disagree 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor
disagree, 4 = agree 5 = strongly agree
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COLLABORATION WITH
SECTORS
54 % of the PhD candidate respondents think they
develop skills for working with different
non-academic sectors very poorly or poorly.

“Unfortunately, there is a
disconnect in relation to
working outside of academia,
which is quite ironic,
considering how much talk
there is about there not being
jobs for all of us in academia.
We are supposed to somehow
foster that connection
ourselves.”
- survey respondent

72 % of the respondents think that this should be
developed. The biggest gaps exist in doctoral
programmes connections to the “world outside
academia”. Support would be needed to recognise
potential employers; get contacts and build
networks; and learn to utilise academic know-how
and skills also outside academia.
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Supporting various career paths
How does your doctoral programme support the
development of your skills for...

1 = very poorly 2 = poorly 3 = averagely 4 = well 5 = excellently

In my opinion, doctoral education at the University
of Helsinki should provide better abilities in…

1 = strongly disagree 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree,
4 = agree 5 = strongly agree
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SUPPORTING VARIOUS
CAREER PATHS
Only 19 % of the respondents feel that doctoral training
supports them well or excellently in developing skills for
career outside academia. 72 % feel that this should be
developed.

“Everybody is taught to
be an NHL star.”
– survey respondent

“The doctoral students
should be told right from the
start about the various
career options
also outside academia”
– survey respondent

Based on the survey, the “future horizons” of doctoral
candidates are mostly linked to academic research.
Respondents say it is made clear from the start that only a part
of doctoral candidates will be able to pursue an academic
career within the university. However, different career options
are not made visible to the doctoral candidates. PhD candidates
are not well aware of the possibilities for employment outside
the academia.
18
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IDENTIFYING SKILLS
A large share of PhD candidates are not well aware
of what kind of skills they possess (or are needed)
in future working life.

“Mihin voin käyttää
akateemisissa opinnoissani
opittuja taitoja ellen halua
tutkijaksi? Mitä oikeastaan
osaan kun valmistun?”
- survey respondent

Twofold challenge: A large share of doctoral
candidates brought up that there should be stronger
support for developing working life skills
(/transferable skills) during doctoral training. At the
same time, many respondents don’t have a clear
picture of the skills needed in their work after
graduation.

“Where can I use the skills I
gained during my academic
studies if I do not want to
become a researcher? What
competences do I actually
have when I graduate?”
- survey respondent
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4. A Playbook of
Development Ideas
This section presents the development ideas for Doctoral Training
at the University of Helsinki
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How to read: Playbook
for Developing Doctoral Training
This Playbook of Development Ideas has been put together based on the
co-development work during this project. The ideas have been further
developed by the Demos Helsinki experts.
The ideas respond to the development needs identiﬁed in the background study
and the current doctoral candidates’ views. They support development needs such
as increased collaboration with other sectors, support for various career paths,
identifying skills and competences, understanding the wider context for one’s
research, increased competences for research-based interaction and
communication with different audiences, as well as interdisciplinarity. They also
touch upon the lack of communality and insecure funding situation which were
identiﬁed as important challenges but are not the main focus of this work.
The development ideas are by no means a comprehensive list but they are a
collection to feed the imagination of doctoral programmes in particular. The ideas
have been placed on a scale from 1 to 3 based on how much time and ﬁnancial
resources they are estimated to demand from doctoral programmes.
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PhD Sprint Week
PhD candidates form interdisciplinary
teams to design rapid solutions for
‘wicked’ problems in 5 days.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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PhD Sprint Week
WHAT: Interdisciplinary teams design rapid

solutions for wicked problems in 5 days. The initial
‘wicked’ problems to solve are provided by partnering
companies and organisations.

WHY: PhD candidates need more opportunities

to collaborate across doctoral schools and familiarise
themselves with alternate work opportunities to
academia. The aim is for doctoral candidates to apply
their skills in an environment outside their everyday
research experience, whilst the doctoral programme
engages with the business sector to highlight the
added value of PhD candidates as employees.

HOW: On Monday, teams make a map of the

problem. Tuesday, each individual sketches solutions.
Wednesday, decide which sketches are strongest.
Thursday, build a realistic prototype. Friday, test the
prototype with ﬁve target customers.

WHO: PhD candidates either within or across

doctoral programmes working in Interdisciplinary
teams. Each team is supported by experts (coaches)
from the business world.
LEARN MORE: The SPRINT was invented at Google
by Jake Knapp and it is the rapid design process
behind services including Google hangouts and
gmail.

The next steps for implementation are to contact potential business partners to act as experts/coaches
and familiarise all actors with SPRINT methodology. Further, a better understanding of the motivational
factors that would drive PhD candidates to participate is required, e.g. ﬁnancial reward, ECTS, potential
23
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3xi Challenge
A challenge competition where PhD
candidates work in teams comprised of
the 3i’s: interdisciplinarity,
intersectorality & internationality.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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3xi Challenge
WHAT: PhD candidates from different doctoral

programmes form teams of 4-10 persons and work
together to organise and host an event, symposium or
excursion. The 3i’s: Interdisciplinarity, Intersectorality &
Internationality, describe the diversity of the members
which make up each team.

WHY: Throughout their studies, PhD candidates

implicitly learn a range of working life skills. However,
the identiﬁcation and application of these skills is often
unclear. The aim is to provide PhD candidates with a
pragmatic challenge that supports the development of
transferable skills to tackle the grand challenges. In so,
early-stage researchers are able to identify and
benchmark the working life skills they have acquired
against other PhD candidates through exposure to the
3i’s.

HOW: In practice, doctoral schools reserve funds,
e.g. 50 000€, for a total of 5 projects (10 000€ per
project). Additional funding is awarded to the top 5
applications based on the detail and impact of their
3xi event plan.

WHO: Early-stage researchers, doctoral

programme advisors & pedagogic lecturers.
LEARN MORE: The DOC2AMU is an EU-funded
programme uniquely characterised by similar
principles of interdisciplinarity, intersectorality, and
international exposure.

The next steps for implementation are to seek approval from the doctoral school steering groups. A
kick-off event could be held at Think Corner to generate interest.
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Science Match
Matching PhD candidates from different
disciplines for peer support and exchange,
supported by an AI, can help in perceiving
how one’s dissertation topic links to the
the “bigger picture”.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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Science Match
WHAT: Science Match provides each doctoral

candidate with a peer mentor outside of one’s direct
academic environment. Peer mentors act as a
curious and critical sparring partners. Individuals are
matched by themes, not programme areas, and
partnered together for an agreed period of time.

WHY: PhD candidates face difﬁculty in

connecting their research to the wider societal
(and/or scientiﬁc) context. The aim is to help doctoral
candidates to learn about the impact their work can
have in wider context. Science Match helps PhD
candidates to better identify with other early stage
researchers who are likely to be struggling with
similar issues and might be able to provide a fresh
viewpoint.

HOW: In practice, PhD candidates volunteer to be
a part of the Science Match network and for their
proﬁle to by matched to others by an AI. Information
pulled from Thessa or dissertation literature could be
used as a basis for the matching and interpreted by
Iris.AI or a similar system. Pairs organise informal
get-togethers, e.g. twice a year, and feedback on the
usefulness of each exchange is collected in the app.

WHO: All PhD candidates interested in
exchanging ideas about their work in a wider context.
LEARN MORE: Iris. AI builds an interdisciplinary
research map based on a problem statement or
research papers. A similar method could be applied
to match PhD candidate proﬁles.

Light support could be offered in the beginning, e.g. a common starting meeting for all the pairs.
Software developers, AI experts and doctoral programmes need to be involved in the ﬁrst phase: The
matching algorithms would need to be tested with real life cases.
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My Thesis in Three
PhD candidates take part in a competition
that increases their capacity to effectively
explain their research in three minutes, in
a language appropriate to a non-specialist
audience.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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My Thesis in Three (Minutes)
WHAT: A competition for PhD candidates to

HOW: The competition begins with preliminary

WHY: The aim is to create an annual event to

WHO: All PhD candidates. The ﬁnal audience

share their research with the outside world. Doctoral
candidates explain their research in 3 minutes, in a
language appropriate to a non-specialist audience.
The presentation are spoken word with only 1
slide/image permitted.

build a network between PhD candidates and
potential employers. The competition cultivates
doctoral candidates’ academic, presentation, and
research communication skills, whilst the doctoral
programme engages with the business sector to
highlight the added value of postdoctoral
researchers as employees.

rounds within each doctoral school. The top three
winners from each school progress to the institute
ﬁnal and present in front of an external audience and
panel. This could even be extended to a national ﬁnal
for collaborating Finnish Universities.

includes professors, peers & potential employers.

LEARN MORE: 3MT is a pre-existing, world-wide
competition adopted in 66 countries. In Finland, Åbo
Akademi, University of Eastern Finland & University of
Turku have all hosted a 3MT event.

The next steps for implementation are to contact potential local partners (universities & businesses). The
University can either request permission to hold a 3MT competition or create their own event. Finally,
establishing training workshops for participants to help them pitch and prepare would be required.
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PhD Thesis
Communication Clinic
Free consultation for doctoral candidates
to identify the wider-societal context of
their thesis and effectively communicate
the ﬁndings to a broader audience.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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PhD Thesis Communication Clinic
WHAT: A meeting where doctoral candidates can

get free consultation for the effective communication of
their thesis to the media and mainstream audience.

WHY: PhD candidates are often left alone when it

comes to the communication of their thesis. When the
thesis is in print and the time comes to think about the
communications, the candidate is often occupied with
preparing for the defense. PhD candidates often need
support in ﬁnding the key messages that would interest
a broader audience. They would beneﬁt from help in
contacting the key stakeholders and journalists.
LEARN MORE: Specialised science and expert
communication agencies are able to provide
training where required, see for example Kide
kirjoituskoulu and Kaskas Media.

HOW: The clinic is organised as a one-to-one

meeting with a communication specialist or as a
workshop for multiple participants (which is more
effective resource-wise and allows peer-learning
between PhD candidates). The clinic consists of:
Deﬁning the societal context and processes in
society the thesis is linked to, naming interested
target groups, deﬁning key messages for these
stakeholders, identifying the right channels of
communication and drafting messages for reaching
out to the target groups, especially journalists.

WHO: PhD candidates who are just about to

defend their thesis. If possible, clinics are organised
by the University’s comms department.

External help can be acquired if the comms department does not have the resources to organise the
clinics. If the clinics take the form of workshop, there would be minimal investment required to source
external help and support.
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Thessa Plus
Thessa Plus extends the current Thessa
platform to support the development of
doctoral candidates’ skills and
competencies. Thessa Plus enables PhD
candidates to better identify and evaluate
the transferable skills they learn.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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Thessa Plus
WHAT: Thessa Plus is a way of identifying and

articulating the skills and competences accumulated
during PhD training. The development of skills is
made visible on the University of Helsinki’s electronic
tool for monitoring and reporting PhD education.

WHY: Often overly critical towards their

competences and unaware of the working life skills
needed outside the academia, PhD candidates have
a hard time articulating their skills and competences
accumulated during PhD training and dissertation
work. This applies especially in the case of the
so-called transferable or working life skills, but also
for academic skills.

HOW: The current Thessa platform is extended

to support doctoral candidates’ progress by showing
how their skills and intellectual capital grow. Instead
of checkboxes, Thessa Plus offers a set of light
descriptors of various transferable skills. PhD
candidates can use the descriptors to reﬂect on their
skills in a short, written report (e.g. as part of annual
reporting). Quantiﬁable indicators are used to
generate visual charts that automatically show the
accumulation of skills and competences during PhD
work.

WHO: For all PhD candidates, but especially for
those who are pursuing a career outside academia.

LEARN MORE: Thessa is an existing platform at the
University of Helsinki.

If serious deﬁcits in transferable skills are visible for students and staff in Thessa Plus, the reasons behind
this - and ways to gain these competences - can be discussed at thesis committee meetings.
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Grand Challenge
Career Days
A series of one-day job fairs that bring
together PhD candidates, alumni &
employers, who share the drive to solve
the grand challenges of today.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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Grand Challenge Career Days
WHAT: A series of one-day job fairs that bring

together PhD candidates, alumni & employers, who
share the drive to “solve the grand challenges of
today”. Each day has its own theme that highlights a
grand challenge, e.g. “Low-carbon food production”
or “The ethics of AI”.

WHY: The doctoral candidates broaden their

horizons of future career directions, network with
potential employers, and make their own research
known. Similarly, the doctoral programmes build
relationships with partners in business, public
administration and the third sector.
LEARN MORE: Based on the success of the HiLIFE
Grand Challenge projects, these same themes and
network of organisations could be used as a starting
point to support the career days.

HOW: The day revolves around traditional

employer stands linked to a central theme. However,
it is essential that stands represent the company’s
culture, and that companies are willing to engage
with PhD candidates by being allocated space to sit
down and interview candidates on the spot. In
addition, the events include short lectures by
employers and career story talks by alumni, science
pitches by PhD candidates, panel discussions, and
live matchmaking for future collaborations or
mentorship.

WHO: Alumni, PhD candidates and companies
working towards solving the grand challenges of
today.

Contact the organisers of HiLIFE for support and to learn more about the organisations they chose to
partner with. Decide on the top 5 Grand Challenges that best relate to the doctoral programmes at the
University of Helsinki.
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PhD Space
PhD Space - Not just for rocket scientists!
An activity-based working environment
with 24-hour access for PhD candidates
across all ﬁelds to collaborate, study and
organise events.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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PhD Space
WHAT: An Activity Based Working (ABW)

environment with 24-hour access where PhD
candidates across all ﬁelds can collaborate, study and
organise events.

WHY: The aim is to create a more social

environment led by key PhD candidates. The doctoral
candidate feels more like part of the University and
peer community, whilst having the possibility to gain
merit for their tenure track (e.g. co-guidance for
pedagogical credits). Additionally, the doctoral
programme looks more attractive to degree students
if PhD candidates can be physically seen at University
more often.

HOW: Inside ofﬁce hours, the open access space

provides separate areas for silent work or collaboration managed by a committee of students. For instance, a
circulating roster where senior PhD candidates provide
peer support/workshops on an ongoing weekly basis in
cooperation with university administration and external
actors. There is further open access outside ofﬁce hours
and reservable areas for PhD candidates to organise
events, “dream courses”, workshops and round-table
discussions.

WHO: PhD candidates, & postdoctoral researchers.
LEARN MORE: When used effectively, Activity Based
Working (ABW) increases student/staff collaboration,
productivity, pride and effectiveness.

The next steps are to Identify a suitable space and design it to be alluring. The University should also
begin a co-creation project for ﬁrst-year PhD candidates in which they nominate more senior PhD
candidates and together ideate the pedagogical and physical design of the space.
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Doctoral Programmes’
Alumni Summer Party
An informal event in the sun where,
amongst mingling, PhD candidates give
short, well-prepared presentations on their
research topics to alumni and fellow
doctoral candidates.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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Doctoral Programmes’ Alumni Summer
Party
WHAT:
HOW:
An informal event held in a nice location
during early summer where, amongst mingling, PhD
candidates give short, well-prepared presentations
on their research topics to alumni and fellow doctoral
candidates.

WHY: To network PhD candidates with alumni, to
show doctoral candidates what work opportunities
there are also outside the academia. For the alumni,
the event is a fun way to remain connected to the
alma mater and to stay up-to-date with the latest
research in their ﬁeld.

LEARN MORE: Inspiration can be taken from the
Faculty of Social Sciences, who organise a yearly
summer party with a somewhat similar format.
Please feel free to contact Hanna Wass for more info.

The doctoral programme coordinator and
a task force of motivated PhD candidates are
appointed as the organisers of the event. This
requires booking a space, taking care of catering and
bubbles, marketing for the alumni well in advance
and planning the content, i.e. what topics are
presented by whom. Support is offered to the
presentators on how to deliver their topic in catchy,
10–15 minute presentation through visually pleasing
slides – after all, this is a party, not a conference.

WHO: Each doctoral programme to organise
their own event.

Consider cooperating with Think Corner and Think Company who have considerable know-how of
organising events that popularise science in a fun and engaging manner.
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PhD Internship
A voluntary internship or secondment in
an organisation outside academia just
before graduation which supports the
graduates in ﬁnding their desired career
pathway.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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PhD Internship
WHAT: A voluntary 3-6 month internship or

secondment for PhD candidates/graduates which
acts as a bridge to support the transition from
academia to working life.

WHY: Almost two thirds of current PhD

graduates will transfer to work in sectors outside
academia. To support entering jobs in other sectors,
an internship enables PhD graduates to broaden
their limited professional network and overcome a
reported occasional lack in professional conduct.
LEARN MORE: Systematic links to the PoDoCo
programme could be established.

HOW: The best window timewise for PhD

graduates to partake in an internship could be
directly after submitting their thesis. The internship
programme is built in coordination with doctoral
schools. Salaries for the interns are paid by the
receiving organisations. Feedback should be
collected from participants and receiving
organisations. Internal links within the university will
be strengthened. Mainly, between the faculties and
the staff responsible for their master degree
internship offerings.

WHO: The internship would especially support

those graduates who are not aiming (solely) for
academic careers in ﬁnding their way to enter jobs in
other sectors.

The next steps are to deﬁne the kind of tasks an ideal internship should include for PhD candidates in
order to set up a pilot with the appropriate partnering companies. Besides research, could internship
tasks include research funding or HR tasks?
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Workplace visits
and excursions
Organising short, student-ideated
workplace excursions via doctoral
programmes who support PhD
candidates to network and identify
potential collaborators and employers.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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Workplace visits and excursions
WHAT: Short, half-day visits by PhD candidates
to organisations in other sectors where company
representatives (possibly with a PhD) share their
current work, organisational structure, and
collaboration opportunities.

WHY: A number of PhD candidates are employed
by research-based organisations, such as VTT, at the
time of their studies and have been able to establish
professional networks outside the world of academia.
These relationships are currently underutilised by
PhD programmes. Drawing on this network to
organise visits to interesting organisations is ‘light’
way for other alumni to learn about collaboration and
work opportunities outside academia, as well as to
understand the “science pull” from key organisations.

HOW: PhD candidates take the lead and

organise the visits themselves. Doctoral programmes
encourage this and facilitate a ﬁrst planning session
where organisations of interest are mapped and
planning responsibilities are divided up. Some light
(peer) support for how and whom to contact might
be useful.

WHO: Increased networks and knowledge of

different organisations would support both PhD
candidates pursuing an academic career and those
heading to work elsewhere.
LEARN MORE: Student organisations arrange
company trips at a degree level on a regular basis.
What could PhD candidates learn from these
organisations?

Networks and contacts, such as doctoral programme alumni already working in a ﬁeld relating to their
PhD, are currently underused. These alumni have the potential to act as a bridge between the university
and their employers in the public or private sector.
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Crowd funding of
PhD research
Citizens and society participating in the
funding of research topics that are close to
their heart.

Suitable for:
University
Doctoral school
Doctoral programme
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Crowd funding of PhD research
WHAT: When research is directly linked to a

small group and a speciﬁc issue, there is opportunity
for those groups and their representatives to
crowdfund research projects which are in
high-demand from society.

WHY: Crowdfunding of PhD projects makes the
value of scientiﬁc knowledge visible to funders and
wider audience. It increases the legitimacy and
ownership of (public funding for) science.

LEARN MORE: Internationally, Experiment is a
crowdfunding platform with a mission to help fund
the next wave of scientiﬁc research. To date 885
projects have been funded by 46,262 backers. In
Finland, Rapport has a similar idea for funding
journalism.

HOW: The idea can be tested through a

campaign via a simple online platform, where
citizens and other groups can participate in the
funding of science with small or large sums.
Crowdfunding should be complementary (not 100%)
funding that doesn’t have an effect on other funding
instruments.

WHO: Crowdfunding mechanisms can be

applied to a local environmental/agricultural issue;
minority language research, a professional group. It
gives new possibilities for potential PhD candidates
who have strong passion for a suitable research
topics (e.g. in the humanities, social sciences and
education) but lack the necessary funding.

The University fundraising unit should be consulted and involved in the campaign in order to gain
visibility.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Interview structure in Finnish and in English
Appendix 2. Questionnaire form in Finnish, in English and in Swedish
Appendix 3. Survey respondents by doctoral school (slide 51)
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Appendix 3. Survey respondents by
doctoral school
Survey had 374 respondents
(approx. 19 % of the active PhD
students)
Most active doctoral school
was HYMY (136), least active
was DONASCI (28). Many (94)
didn’t choose their school.
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